
Starting July 1 - September 30, 2022 when you 
grow your business, spread wellness with Zeal 
and share your love for Zurvita, you can earn 
points and receive exciting prizes! 

Join the elite group of achievers and take part in 
the $50,000 in giveaways! 

Earn cash prizes from $100 to $2,500 as you 
reach the different levels. 

Exclusive branded swag includes a limited-edition 
Stanley Cup, an Osprey Arcane™ Convertible 
Duffel Pack and a carry-on suitcase. 

And top-notch electronics from Air Pods, to an 
Apple Watch, an iPad, a 55’TV, or even a Peloton! 

Keep an eye on the prize because you could end 
up winning a weekend getaway for two - all 
expenses paid! 

A total of $50,000 in prizes! It’s official, Zurvita 
has the coolest giveaway this summer! 

A SIZZLING $50,000 IN GIVEAWAYS

WELCOME TO OUR 
SUMMER SPLASH 
INCENTIVE 

$50,000 in prizes! Thousands in cash, Zurvita branded swag and top-notch electronics! 

Summer Splash Incentive 



Activities Points 
Earned

Get a new Retail or Preferred Customer 
with a 60 BV purchase 25
If the new Preferred Customer has a 
successful Smart Subscribe the following 
month

40

If the new Preferred Customer has a 
successful Smart Subscribe the next two 
months in a row

60

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO DO?
Get NEW CUSTOMERS and Keep’em!

Activities Points 
Earned

Enroll a new Consultant with a Starter 
Pack* 50

The new Consultant enrolls and 
maintains a successful Smart Subscribe 

25
POINTS FOR

EVERY REORDER

The new Consultant achieves their first 
G3 60
The new Consultant achieves their first 
Team Bonus 75

The new Consultant achieves their 
Launch Bonus 100

WHAT ELSE CAN YOU DO?
Get NEW CONSULTANTS,
Launch them and help them start Strong! 

*All activities must be completed within the incentive period 
July 1, 2022, to September 30, 2022, to earn qualifying points. 
Points earned are accumulative and there are no limits to your 
activity! You are in control!

You will earn your points by successfully doing any 
of the activities listed. And good news! Your points 
accumulate so you can get not one, not two but all the 
prizes as you reach each of the levels. It’s up to you!

REDEEM YOUR POINTS

Levels Prize Points 

1 Five entries into the $15,000* 
Cash Giveaway

300 - 
599

2 $100 Gift Card + Stanley cup 600 - 
799  

3 
Zurvita branded Osprey 
Arcane™ Convertible Duffel 
Pack

800 - 
1299  

4 
Your choice of: Apple Air Pods 
with case Or a Zurvita carry-on 
suitcase 

1300 - 
1699 

5 Your choice of: Apple iPad, 
Apple Watch, or 55’ TV

1700 - 
2499  

6 

Top five point earners will 
receive a $1,000 cash prize! 
Plus: They will enter our Grand 
Giveaway, where one lucky 
winner will get to choose 
between: All expense Paid 
weekend getaway for two; a 
Peloton, a Lululemon Mirror or a 
Cash Prize of $2,500

2500+ 

THE TIME IS NOW!
The $15,000 Cash Giveaway will take place through 
a few lucky drawings happening during the incentive 
starting mid-July through September. 

The total cash giveaway will be spread through a total 
of 26 lucky winners: (8) $1,000 prizes, (10) $500 prizes 
and (8) $250 prizes.

RUN RUN RUN!
The sooner you get your 300 points the more chances to 
earn! 

Hit Level 1 and you have five entries into the $15,000 
Giveaway! 

That’s five different opportunities to earn cash prizes.



KEEP YOUR EYES ON THE PRIZE

Promotion available between July 1st – September 30th, 2022. Zurvita Holdings, 
Inc., at its sole discretion, reserves the right to disqualify a Consultant from the 
program if the Consultant is paying for orders to qualify for points. Consultants 
who fabricate accounts or place orders under fabricated accounts will be 
suspended from Zurvita without payment of commissions. Newly enrolled 
Consultants must have a unique phone number on their account. All enrolled 
business is subject to phone verification. Refunded or terminated consultants do 
not count and will result in negative TBV, BV, and related points for the Incentive 
will be removed. If Consultants use BV to qualify for this Incentive and are 
refunded after the payout, chargebacks may be applied. Winners must be active 
and in good standing at the time of payout. IP addresses, shipping addresses, 

billing addresses, and credit cards will be tracked to prevent fraud. Zurvita 
reserves the right to disqualify a Consultant from the Incentive at any time; 
example can be if they are paying for other customer or Consultant’s orders, 
etc. We reserve the right to modify or replace any part of these Terms and 
Conditions and terminate this offer at any time without notice. Reward payouts 
(gifts) will be distributed in November 2022. Prizes available while supplies last. 
Gifts cannot be returned or exchanged. Offer not transferable or redeemable for 
cash (unless specified). Exceptions will not be granted. Prizes and packaging 
may vary per market and inventory. Available in all Markets: USA, Puerto Rico, 
Canada, and Mexico.

• Incentive qualification period is from July 1st, 2022, 
through September 30, 2022, Participants and 
Achievers must be active and in good standing. 

• Available for Consultants in all markets   Available 
for Consultants in all markets   

• Qualifying Smart Subscribe in August and 
September for new Consultants and Customers with 
a start date of July 1, 2022- September 30th, 2022 
will qualify for points. 

• If there are refunds to orders during the incentive 
period, these points will be deducted in full. 

• New Consultants must enroll with a Starter Pak or 
200BV to count for the incentive. 

• If a new Consultant does not initially purchase a 
Starter Pak but purchases a Starter Pak during their 
upgrade period and before the end of the incentive 
period, they will count for the Incentive.

• If a Customer enrolled during the incentive period, 
and then ‘upgrades’ their account to a Consultant 
account, they would only count once, as their current 
type at the end of the incentive period. The same 
applies if a Consultant downgrades their account to 
a Customer account, they will only count once, as 
their current customer type. The available Customer 
Types are: Retail Customer, Preferred Customer or 
Consultant.

• The $15,000 Cash Giveaway prizes will be 
distributed during the incentive period. Level 1, lucky 
drawing’s will be hosted on the Vision ‘22 calls 
and the winners will be awarded their cash prize 
the following commission cycle after the drawing. 
Remember there will be 26 winners in total! 

• Levels 2-6 prizes will be calculated, audited, 
awarded and expected to start shipping the first 
week of November, 2022. 

GUIDELINES

START EARNING NOW!


